
Omega Cast 
Removal Accessories

Cast Saw Filters
Stryker 986

Direct Replacement Filters 
for Stryker® CastVac™
The Omega CC986-500 vacuum filter is a brand-new direct replacement for 
the Stryker® 986-500 Cast Saw Vacuum filter. It can be used in both the 986 
Mobile and 987 Wall Mount vacuums. Replacing the filter every 6 months is 
recommended based on usage.

Our filters are designed to have the same fit and finish as the original 986-500. 
Whether you have one cast saw or a fleet of 986 vacuums, our filters are the 
answer to Stryker’s discontinuation of the 940 series cast cutters.  

169.95$

Cast Saw Blades
Stryker 940

With Stryker’s announcement that they are no longer 
selling the 940 cast saw and cutting accessories, we 
understand you need a reliable replacement.

54 .95$

CC940-25

The CC940-25 is designed for 
plaster cast removal. 

64 .95$

CC940-35 Our Titanium Nitride Coated 
CC940-35 is designed for harder 
cast materials

Manufactured in the USA

Contact us

Omega Surgical Instruments
1072 South Elms Rd. Suite E
Flint, MI 48532

810.695.9800
www.omegasurgical.com

Email Orders to:
po@omegasurgical.com
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Bundle
& Save
Large Quantity Discounts
& Recurring Pricing Available.

Why Omega

Established in 1993, Omega Surgical Instruments specializes 
in surgical blade, bur, and twist drill manufacturing.

Decades of Manufacturing Excellence
Our specialization has allows us to supply cutting accessories 
to more than 30 countries worldwide.

Global Leader

Only the highest grades of stainless steel and carbide are 
selected for Omega’s products. Our manufacturing processes, 
developed over a period of several decades, blend high tech 
manufacturing with individual craftsmanship. Only instruments 
passing a rigorous series of inspections receive the Omega 
symbol identifying them as the industry standard of quality.

Rigorous Quality Standards

It is our belief that every patient deserves the best possible 
treatment. That is why Omega focuses solely on cutting 
accessories. We strive to produce the highest quality cutting 
products available by continually perfecting our line.

Focused On Premium 
Cutting Accessories

ISO 13485:2016

Choose Omega today and experience cutting excellence.

Usually ships in 24 - 48 hours
Wide selection of products
Superior Quality
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